New Hospital Tower: Construction Updates

The opening of our new tower at BUMCT is coming quickly! Below are some exciting dates to be aware of.

Jan. 29: Incident Command Center (ICC) inpatient move staging team meeting. Read more.

Campaign to bring Banner Alzheimer’s Institute to Tucson close to finish line

In 2016, the Banner Alzheimer’s Foundation launched a campaign to raise $10 million to expand the world-class services of the Banner Alzheimer’s Institute to Southern
Arizona. The need in the region is immense; some 75,000 cases of Alzheimer’s... Continue reading.

### Operational Excellence

**Project Updates**

As you know, several Tucson team members have been working on various operational excellence projects at BUMCT/S with a goal of streamlining, improving and expediting processes in the hospital. Below are some recent project wins! Read more.

### Employee

**Spotlight/News**

Susan Kinkade is an influential leader within Banner and our larger community. She has ties to BUMCT, having been a leukemia survivor, and is also instrumental in supporting current cancer patients. Continue reading.
Sarah's Leadership Message

As of Friday I am very excited to announce that we officially have 98 successful Fast Pass colleagues scheduled to see our providers, which began January 7th. We are thrilled to have this program in place, as it is an exclusive benefit for our Tucson-based members... Read more.

UA Partnership

Calling all Banner clinicians and researchers- join us on Feb. 13 to participate in Research Day. The event will be from 8 a.m. – 5 p.m. in the Health Sciences Innovation Building, Forum on the Main Level at The College of Medicine. Continue reading.
Volunteer Resources

We are excited to announce that our BUMCT Volunteer Resources Department is actively pursuing the State of Arizona’s Service Enterprise designation. The Service Enterprise is a national change-management and capacity-building program that transforms the way organizations engage volunteers to better meet their missions... Read more.

Fast Pass Tucson

Fast Pass has officially kicked off and so far we have over 98 successful Fast Pass colleagues scheduled to see our providers. This program is an exclusive benefit for our Tucson-based team members... Continue reading.
Think-A-Head recap

January is National Winter Sports/Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Awareness Month. To bring awareness to the issue, BUMCT trauma services sponsored a seminar addressing traumatic brain injury in winter sports.... Read more.

Banner T-Shirt Contest

We want to see your best ideas for a t-shirt that encapsulates Banner’s Values, Mission or focuses on how we work to make life easier for Sofia. Continue reading.

Virgin Pulse- Walk The Wonders

Join a team and step around the world. Each destination is a jaw-dropping wonder to explore up close... Read more.
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